Sample

Math Success
Grade Three
Word Problems

Teacher’s Guide

61. (13.1) Mike had $2.65 and he wanted to buy a Star Wars figure.
The one he wanted cost $3.90. Then there was 27¢ tax on the figure.
How much did it cost in total?
- What does the question tell you?
- What do you want to find out?
- Is there a word ‘clue’? (in total)
- Print an equation, Do the work in the box.
- Print the answer in a sentence: The figure costs $4.17 in all.

How much money does Mike have to save before he can buy the
figure?
- What do you want to find out?
- What will you do to find out?
- Print an equation. Do the work in the box.
- Print the answer in a sentence: Mike needs $1.52 more.

62. (13.2) The teacher handed out straws for counting. She gave 56
to Megan, 82 to Katie and 78 to Peter. How many did the students
have all together?
- What does the question tell you?
- What do you want to find out?
- Is there a word ‘clue’? (all together)
- Print an equation, Do the work in the box.
- Print the answer in a sentence. There were 216 straws all together.

How many more did Katie have than Megan?
- What do you want to find out?
- What will you do to find out?
- Print an equation. Do the work in the box.
- Print the answer in a sentence. Katie had 26 more than Megan.

Make up more problems.

61.

Mike had $2.65 and he wanted to buy a Star Wars figure. The one he
wanted cost $3.90. Then there was 27¢ tax on the figure. How much did
it cost in total?
Print an equation: ___________________________

My work:

Print a sentence: ___________________________
________________________________________

How much money does Mike have to save before
he can buy the figure?
Print an equation: ___________________________
Print a sentence: ___________________________
________________________________________
62.

The teacher handed out straws for counting. She gave 56 to Megan, 82
to Katie and 78 to Peter. How many did the students have all together?
Print an equation: ___________________________
Print a sentence: ___________________________
________________________________________

How many more did Katie have than Megan?
Print an equation: ___________________________
Print a sentence: ___________________________
________________________________________

My work:

Teacher’s Guide

63. (13.3) Make an increasing number pattern with one rule. Add the
same number each time as in skip counting. Pick a starting number and
begin a pattern. Make a rule for your pattern. “My pattern begins at
___ and adds __each time.”… for example. Share the patterns.
- Discuss the words ‘increasing’.
- Discuss skip counting, and that these are patterns - but talk about others.
They can begin on any number.
- After the students have made their own patterns, share a few of the rules
they have made with the class.

64. (13.4) Megan had an ant farm with 65 ants, and Mike had one with
79 ants. How many ants were there all together? How many more ants
did Mike have than Megan?
- This is a two step problem. Do the following for both parts.
- Talk about the steps to do a problem.
- What does the question tell you?
- What do you want to know?
- What will we do to find out? Are there word clues? (‘all together’, nd for
the second part, ‘How many more’)
- Print an equation.
- Print a sentence.

63.

Make an increasing number pattern with one rule. Add the same number
each time as in skip counting. Pick a starting number and begin a pattern.
Make a rule for your pattern.

Make a rule for your pattern.
My pattern begins at _______ and adds _______ each time.

64.

Megan had an ant farm with 65 ants, and Mike had one with 79
ants. How many ants were there all together?
Print an equation: __________________________
Print a sentence: _______________________________
____________________________________________

How many more ants did Mike have than Megan?
Print an equation: __________________________
Print a sentence: _______________________________
____________________________________________

My work:

Teacher’s Guide

65. (13.5) The restaurant had four different sandwiches on the menu.
There was a chicken sandwich, an egg salad sandwich, a cheese and
ham sandwich, and the last choice was a roast beef sandwich. What is
the favourite sandwich of the students in the class? How will you find
out? How can you show this on a graph? Make up a few math problems
about the results.
- Have a show of hands to show the favourite sandwich - or if you have time,
let the students collect the data themselves. If they do, the students they ask
could put their initials into each small square in the graph to keep track of who has
been asked.
- Label the graph on the side - put initials for the sandwiches, and put the
numbers at the bottom.
- Fill in the top horizontal bar graph with colour.

- What does the graph tell you? Write two math problem using the data:
What sandwich is the favourite? What sandwich is the least favourite? What is
the difference between the number of people who like ______ and those who like
___________ best? Etc.
- Share the questions and answer them.

65.

The restaurant had four different sandwiches on the menu. There was a
chicken sandwich, an egg salad sandwich, a cheese and ham sandwich, and
the last choice was a roast beef sandwich. What is the favourite sandwich
of the students in the class?

________
________
________
________

1

2
Number of Students

Fill in the graph with your data.

Make up two math problems about the results.
1. _____________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
2. _____________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________

Teacher’s Guide

66. (14.1) Estimate the perimeter of your classroom.

- Discuss these questions:
What unit of measure would we use?
How can we find the actual measure?

- Print the estimate.
- Discuss the meaning of the word ‘perimeter’.
- What do we know about finding the perimeter of a rectangle?
If your classroom is not a rectangle, discuss the shape. Are any two walls the same
length?
- If you have a rectangular classroom, discuss ways to make it easier measure the length and width and double it.
- What measurement unit will you use? A kilometre? A centimetre?
- How can we actually do the measuring? How can we keep track of what we
have measured? You can use a metre stick, or a long tape measure…… but neither
of these will be long enough to measure a wall.
- Find the actual perimeter.
- Discuss the estimates. Were they sensible?

66.

Estimate the perimeter of your classroom.
Draw the shape of your classroom.

Estimate the perimeter. _______________________________
What measurement unit will we use? __________________________
How can we find the actual measure? What will we use?
_______________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
What are the measurements of each wall? ________________________________
________________________________________________________________
What is the perimeter of the room? _____________________________________
Print an equation to show the perimeter. __________________________________
My estimate was _____________________________ . (sensible, not very sensible)

Teacher’s Guide

67. (14.2) The teacher brought a bag of candy for her 25 students.
The students counted the candy, and there was 340 pieces. How many
pieces did each student get? How did you solve the problem?
- This is a problem that can be done several ways. Give the students time to
think it through and try to come up with an answer. You will see which children can
use numbers well. Can they do this mentally? The students who can do not need to
fill in the ‘My work’ section.
- There will be some left over, of course.
- Ask your students to explain how they found their answers, without giving
the answer away.
- The easy way, of course, is to understand that there are 4 x 25 for each
100 - and then 3 hundreds (3 x 4) would equal 12 - and then one more for the 40.

68. (14.3) Make an decreasing number pattern with one rule. Subtract
the same number each time. Pick a starting number between 50 and 60
and begin a pattern. Make a rule for your pattern. “My pattern begins
at ___ and subtracts __ each time.”
- Discuss the word ‘decreasing’, meaning getting smaller.
- Discuss skip counting, and that these are patterns - but talk about others.
They can begin on any number between 70 and 80.
- After the students have made their own patterns, share a few of the rules
they have made with the class.

67.

The teacher brought a bag of candy for her 25 students. The students
counted the candy, and there was 340 pieces. How many pieces did each
student get?
My work:

How many pieces did each student get? ________________________
How did you solve the problem? Can you print an equation for what you did?
______________________________________________________________
68.

Make an decreasing number pattern with one rule. Subtract the same
number each time. Pick a starting number between 70 and 80 and begin a
pattern.

Make a rule for your pattern.
My pattern begins at _______ and subtracts _______ each time.

Teacher’s Guide

69. (14.4) Estimate the perimeter of the classroom door.
these questions:

- Discuss

- What unit of measure would we use? How can we find the actual measure?
- Discuss the meaning of the word ‘perimeter’.
- Print the estimate.
- What do we know about finding the perimeter of a rectangle?
- What measurement unit will you use?
- How can we actually do the measuring? How can we keep track of what we
have measured? You can use a metre stick, or a long tape measure.
- Find the actual perimeter.
- Discuss the estimates. Were they sensible?

70. (14.5) Discuss patterns. Patterns can be found in many places. We
see patterns when we skip count. When we skip count we are adding
the same number each time. Begin at 0 and make an increasing number
pattern by adding 8 each time. Go to 80.
- As you count up by 8, the ones number is decreasing by 2 each time. Can the
students explain why that happens?
- This is counting by 8 - and the answers are in the 8 times table.
- When the student have made the pattern and talked about the ‘trick’, can
they count by 8 without looking at their patterns?

69.

Estimate the perimeter of the classroom door.
Estimate the perimeter. _______________________________
What measurement unit will you use? ___________________________
How can we find the actual measure?
_______________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
What is the perimeter of the door? _____________________________________
Print an equation to show the perimeter. __________________________________
My estimate was _____________________________ . (sensible, not very sensible)

70.

Patterns can be found in many places. We see patterns when we skip
count. When we skip count we are adding the same number each time.
Begin at 0 and make an increasing number pattern by adding 8 each time.
Go to 80.

Can you see a ‘trick’? If you can, explain an easy way of making this pattern.
______________________________________________________________

